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SYSTEM FOR AND METHOD OF CONFIGURING DISTRIBUTED ANTENNA

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of wireless communications and, more

particularly, to distributed antenna systems for wireless communications.

Background of the Invention

[0002] A conventional wireless cellular telecommunication network is comprised of

multiple overlapping coverage areas or "cells." Mobile units (e.g. cellular telephones)

travel from cell to cell while communicating via the network. Handovers between cells

occur when the mobile units travel from one cell to another.

[0003] Each cell is formed by a base transceiver station (BTS or "base station"). A

typical base station comprises multiple transceivers and antennas for sending radio

signals to the mobile units within the cell (downlink) and for receiving radio signals from

the mobile units within the cell (uplink). Base stations are strategically located so as to

maximize communications coverage over large geographical areas. The base stations are

communicatively coupled to the cellular telecommunication network via backhaul

connections.

[0004] The cellular telecommunication network may also include base station

controllers (BSCs) and mobile switching centers (MSCs). Several base stations may be

under the control of a single BSC. The BSC generally functions as a signal concentrator,

allocates radio channels to mobile units and controls handovers from base station to base

station. The BSC is, in turn, coupled to an MSC. The MSC generally functions as a

telephone exchange to provide circuit switching functionality. The MSC is coupled to a

public switched telecommunication network (PSTN) for voice communications and may

also be coupled the Internet for data communications.

[0005] To prevent interference between the uplink and downlink signaling within each

cell, different communication frequencies are used for the uplink and the downlink within

each cell. In addition, to prevent interference among adjacent cells, the communication

frequencies used within each cell differ from those of adjacent cells.



[0006] Due to the need to avoid interference with adjacent cells and other factors,

installation and set-up of such cellular networks as well as the integration of new

equipment to an existing cellular network can be complex and time consuming.

[0007] Further, such cellular telecommunication networks can experience difficulties

due to indoor penetration loss. For example, if a mobile unit is located indoors, an

additional indoor penetration loss of 8dB to 3OdB is common. A distributed antenna

system (DAS) can be used to provide indoor coverage for wireless communications. In

such a DAS, transmitted power is divided among several antennas in distributed locations

so as to provide a large coverage area using less transmitted power than would be

required by a single antenna system.

[0008] As with other equipment, the integration of a distributed antenna system to an

existing cellular network can be complex and time consuming. Therefore, there is a need

for an improved system for and method of configuring a distributed antenna system.

Summary of the Invention

[0001] The present invention provides a system for and method of configuring a

distributed antenna system. Li accordance with an embodiment of the invention, a

distributed antenna system comprises a plurality of antennas and a multi-port hub. The

multi-port hub comprises an interface to a telecommunications network and a plurality of

transceivers. The multi-port hub is configured to operate in a first mode ("normal"

mode) in which the multi-port hub receives a downlink communications signal via the

interface and distributes the downlink communications signal to the plurality of antennas

using a selected downlink transmission frequency within a downlink frequency range and

in which the multi-port hub receives uplink communications signals from the plurality of

antennas at a selected uplink receive frequency. The multi-port hub is also configured to

operate in a first mode ("listening" mode) in which the multi-port hub receives

communications signals from the plurality of antennas and the meter measures the field

strength of each of the signals at a plurality of frequencies. The transmission frequency

for the first mode ("normal" mode) may be selected based on measured field strength of

the signals received in the second mode ("listening" mode).



Brief Description of the Drawings

[0009] The present invention is described with respect to particular exemplary

embodiments thereof and reference is accordingly made to the drawings in which:

[0010] Figure 1 illustrates a distributed antenna communications system configured for

communication with mobile units in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention;

[001 1] Figure 2 illustrates cellular coverage areas of a cellular telecommunication

network in which the distributed antenna system of Figure 1 may be deployed in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

[0012] Figure 3 illustrates a distributed antenna system being deployed in the cellular

network of Figure 2 in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

[0013] Figure 4 illustrates a distributed antenna communications system being

configured for deployment in a cellular network in accordance with an embodiment of

the present invention;

[0014] Figure 5 illustrates a signal field strength meter in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention;

[0015] Figures 6A-B illustrate a transceiver for interfacing with mobile units in

accordance with embodiments of the present invention;

[0016] Figure 7 illustrates a distributed antenna communications system and base

station having signal metering capability in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention; and

[0017] Figures 8A-B illustrate a transceiver for interfacing with a base station having

signal metering capability in accordance with embodiments of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0018] Figure 1 illustrates a distributed antenna communications system 100 in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. The system 100 includes a

communications hub 102, and a plurality of distributed antennas 106a-n coupled to ports

of the hub 102. A base transceiver station 104 is communicatively coupled to the hub

102. In addition, one or more mobile communications devices 108a-n are

communicatively coupled to the hub 102 via the antennas 106a-n. The base station 104



may be located at the site of a cellular service provider and may be coupled to a cellular

telecommunication network via a backhaul 110. The hub 102 may be located at the

premises of a telecommunications subscriber with the antennas 106a-n being distributed

throughout the premises. For example, the hub 102 may be located within a building

(e.g., in a utility room) with the antennas distributed throughout the building so as to

provide indoor coverage areas for mobile devices 108a-n. The mobile devices 108a-n

may be, for example, cell phones. While three mobile devices 108a-n and three antennas

106a-n are illustrated, it will be apparent that more or fewer of either may be present. In

an embodiment, up to eight antennas 106a-n may be coupled to a single hub 102.

Additionally, one or more of the antennas 106a-n may be located outdoors.

[0019] Rather than locating the base station 104 at a remote location from the hub 102,

as shown in Figure 1, the base station 104 and hub 102 may be co-located. For example,

functionality of the base station 104 may be integrated with that of the hub 102 into a

single piece of equipment located at the subscriber premises.

[0020] The system 100 preferably provides for two-way communications. For the

downlink, telecommunications signals are received by the base station 104 from the

cellular telecommunication network and distributed to the antennas 106a-n. To

accomplish this, a transceiver 112 may receive the downlink signal from the base station

104. The transceiver 112 then amplifies the downlink signal to an appropriate level for

forwarding to a distribution node 114. The distribution node 114 then repeats and

distributes the signal to a plurality of transceivers 116a-n such that each of the

transceivers 116a-n receives a copy of the downlink signal. The transceivers 116a-n each

transmit the signal received from the distribution node 114 via a corresponding one of the

antennas 106a-n. The mobile devices 108a-n each pick up the downlink signal from one

or more of the antennas 106a-n.

[0021] For the uplink, signals from the mobile devices 108a-n are received by the

transceivers 116a-n via the antennas 106a-n. The signals are then forwarded to the

distribution node 114 which combines the signals (e.g., by simple summation) into a

combined signal. The combined signal is transmitted to the base station 104 by the

transceiver 112. The base station 104 then forwards the combined signal to the cellular

telecommunication network.



[0022] In an embodiment, the downlink signal from the base station 104 is RF (Radio

Frequency). For example, this signal is communicated via a cable or via a wireless link

between the transceiver 112 and the base station 104. In this case, the transceiver 112

may down-convert the downlink signal from RF to IF. This signal is then distributed to

the transceivers 116a-n in EF. The transceivers 116a-n up-convert the EF signal to RF

(Radio Frequency) before transmitting the signal to the mobile devices 108a-n. For the

uplink, the transceivers 116a-n down-convert RF signals received from the mobile

devices 108a-n to EF. These EF signals are then processed and combined for delivery to

the transceiver 112 in EF. The transceiver 112 then up-converts the EF signal to RF for

delivery the base station 104. Accordingly, the transceiver 112 functions as an interface

to the telephone network via the base station 104.

[0023] So that multiple mobile devices 108a-n may communicate via the system 100

simultaneously, each communicates in a different channel. For example, CDMA (Code-

Division, Multiple Access) protocols for cellular communication, such as UMTS

(Universal Mobile Telecommunications System), or TDMA (Time-Division, Multiple-

Access) protocols for cellular communication, such as GSM (Global System for Mobile

Communications) may be employed by the system 100. Thus, for the downlink, the same

signal including the various channels is transmitted via each of the antennas 106a-n so

that it may be received by any of the mobile devices 108a-n without regard to which of

the antennas 106a-n is closest to a particular one of the mobile devices. For the up-link,

the signal from a particular mobile device may be picked up by one or more antennas

106a-n. As shown in Figure 1, the signal from device 108a is picked up by antennas

106a and 106b, though the signal may be stronger at one of the antennas than the other.

As is also shown in Figure 1, the signal from device 108b is picked up only by antenna

106n. The signal from device 108n is also picked up only by the antenna 106n. All of

the signals picked up by any of the antennas 106a-n are combined at node 114 and

included in the combined signal received at the base station 104. The hub 102 may also

include a controller 118 and a meter 120, whose functions are described in more detail

herein.

[0024] Figure 2 illustrates cellular coverage areas 202A-F or "cells" of a cellular

telecommunication network 200 in which the distributed antenna system 100 of Figure 1



may be deployed. Each of the cells 202A-F is roughly centered about a corresponding

one of base stations 204A-F. While six such cells are shown, it will be apparent that a

cellular network could be comprised of a different number of cells. For example, a large

cellular network may comprise tens or even hundreds of cells which provide coverage for

a large geographical area. In this case, many of the cells may be completely surrounded

by adjacent neighbor cells.

[0025] Figure 3 illustrates the distributed antenna system 100 being deployed in the

cellular network 200 of Figure 2 . As shown in Figure 3, the distributed antenna system

100 forms a coverage area 206. The coverage area 206 is shown having an irregular

shape because the antennas 106a-n (Figure 1) may be positioned in various different

locations. In addition, one or more of the antennas 106a-n may be located within a

building, the structure of which will tend to attenuate signal strength.

[0026] Because the coverage area 206 of the distributed antenna system 100 may

overlap one or more of the cells 202A-F of the cellular network 200, it is possible for

interference to occur between the distributed antenna system 100 and one or more of the

cells of the cellular network 200. To avoid this, the distributed antenna system 100 is

preferably configured so as to avoid employing any of the communication frequencies

that are used by those cells of the network 200 whose coverage areas overlap that of the

distributed antenna system 100 unless the signal strength of the cells of the network 200

in the overlapping coverage area is sufficiently low that interference is unlikely.

[0027] Referring again to Figure 1, normal operation of the distributed antenna system

100 is shown. In this mode of operation, which may be referred to as "normal" mode, the

distributed antenna system 100 transmits signals via the transceivers 116a-n using

transmission frequencies assigned to the downlink signaling direction. The distributed

antenna system 100 also receives signals via the transceivers 116a-n in frequencies

assigned to the uplink signaling direction. The normal mode is used for facilitating

communications for the mobile units 108a-n. While the distributed antenna system 100 is

operating in normal mode, the base stations 204A-F of the cellular network 200 (shown

in Figures 2 and 3) also transmit signals using downlink frequencies. The base stations

204A-F also receive signals in frequencies assigned to the uplink signaling direction.

Therefore, the base stations 204A-F and the distributed antenna system 100 may interfere



with one another by attempting to transmit different information at the same frequency

and in the same area. However, the base stations 204A-F and the distributed antenna

system 100 would not "see" each other because they are each configured to only receive

signals assigned to the uplink signaling direction.

[0028] Figure 4 illustrates the distributed antenna communications system 100 being

configured for deployment in the cellular network 200 in accordance with an embodiment

of the present invention. As shown in Figure 4, the transceivers 116a-n are configured to

receive signals in frequency bands transmitted by the base stations 204A-F (downlink

frequencies). Therefore, in this mode of operation, which may be referred to as

"listening" or "mobile" mode, the transceivers 116a-n are configured to receive signals

assigned to the downlink signaling direction. In this mode, however, the distributed

antenna system 100 may be unable to facilitate communications with the mobile units

108a-n because the mobile units 108a-n only transmit in frequencies assigned to the

uplink signaling direction.

[0029] In the listening mode, the distributed antenna system 100 detects signals from

the base stations 204A-F of the cellular network 200 by listening for their downlink

signals. This is used to identify downlink frequencies used by the base stations 204A-F

which might interfere with transmissions by the distributed antenna system 100.

Interference is then avoided by selecting transmission frequencies for use by the

distributed antenna system 100 in normal mode that differ from those whose signal

strength detected during listening mode is sufficiently strong that interference is likely to

occur.

[0030] To enter listening mode, the controller 118 may instruct the transceivers 116a-n

of the distributed antenna system 100 to tune their receive frequencies to correspond to

the frequencies assigned to the downlink signaling direction. For example, the

distributed antenna system 100 may be configured to operate in a specific frequency band

containing several frequency channels. In this case, the transceivers 116a-n may be tuned

to a first one of the channels within the band. In addition, the transceivers 116a-n may be

instructed to cease transmitting.

[0031] The meter 120 is coupled to lines 122a-n from each of the transceivers 116a-n.

During listening mode, the meter 120 monitors the received signals via lines 122a-n to



determine their levels and, thus, field strengths received at antennas 106a-n. Because the

transceivers 116a-n may initially be tuned to the first frequency channel within the band,

the meter 120 may first determine the field strength for the first frequency channel. The

meter 120 may simultaneously monitor all of the lines 122a-n or, alternatively, the meter

120 may cycle through the lines 122a-n, measuring the field strengths on the lines 122a-n

one-at-a-time. The transceivers 116a-n may then be tuned to the next frequency channel

in the band so that the field strength measurements may be taken for that frequency

channel. This process may be continued until the field strength for each frequency

channel within the band is measured for each of the transceivers 116a-n. Rather than

measuring the field strength for a frequency channel for all of the transceivers 106a-n and

then measuring the field strength for a next channel, the field strength for all of the

channels may be measured for a single transceiver before measuring the field strength for

all of the channels for the next transceiver. In other words, the order in which the field

strength measurements are taken may vary.

[0032] Once the field strength values are determined for the signals received from the

base stations 204A-F of the cellular network 200, this information may be used to

configure the transceivers 116a-n to transmit using a frequency that differs from any of

those identified as having a field strength that sufficiently strong that interference is

likely. For example, the distributed antenna system 100 may be configured to transmit

using a specified channel within a frequency band. In this way, interference between the

distributed antenna system 100 and any overlapping cells of the cellular network 100 is

avoided. The distributed antenna system 100 may then enter normal mode in which the

selected transmission frequency is used. Selection of a transmission frequency for the

downlink will typically also involve selecting a paired receive frequency for the uplink.

[0033] If the distributed antenna system 100 supports multiple frequency bands, such

as 900 MHz and 1800 MHz, the distributed antenna system 100 may monitor each of the

bands while in listening mode. This may be accomplished by tuning the transceivers

116a-n to one of the bands first, and then to another, until all the bands have been

monitored. If the distributed antenna system 100 supports multiple bands, such 900 MHz

or 1800 MHz, but is able to operate in only one band at a time, it may be unnecessary to

detect frequencies in all of the bands. This is because the distributed antenna system 100



need only avoid interference in the bands in which it is actually operating. In this case, a

human operator may configure the distributed antenna system 100 to select its operating

band. Alternatively, the distributed antenna system 100 may automatically select the

most-recent frequency band that used by the distributed antenna system 100 or that was

used by the base station 104 for monitoring in listening mode.

[0034] As described above, the transceivers 116a-n are tunable to the various channels

within a frequency band (i.e. the transceivers are channelized). In an alternative

embodiment, the transceivers 116a-n may be tuned to simultaneously receive several

frequencies within a band (i.e. the transceivers are broadband). In this case, the meter

120 may be provided with a tunable filter in order to obtain field strength measurements

for each channel. Figure 5 illustrates the field strength meter 120 in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention. As shown in Figure 5, the meter 120 includes a

tunable filter 124 which is coupled to each of the lines 122a-n. The tunable filter 124 is

controlled by the controller 118 to tune to each channel. A signal level meter 126 is

coupled to the tunable filter 124 to obtain the field strength measurements and to report

them to the controller 118.

[0035] For listening mode, the transceivers 116a-n are reconfigured to receive

frequencies assigned to the downlink. In an embodiment, the transceivers 116a-n include

an tunable receive signal path which can be tuned to the downlink frequencies. Figure

6A illustrates a transceiver 116n having a tunable receive signal path in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in Figure 6A, the transceiver 116n

includes a tunable duplexer 128 which is coupled to the antenna 106n. Signals received

by the antenna 106n are allowed to pass through the duplexer 128 and a receiver 130

before being passed to other elements of the hub 102 via line 122n. The receiver 130

may perform filtering and frequency down-converting of the received signal. As shown

in Figure 6A, the receive signal path, including the duplexer 128 and receiver 130, are

tunable under control of the controller 118 depending upon whether the system is in

listening mode or normal mode. In addition, a transmitter 132 may be disabled by the

controller 118 during listening mode. In normal mode, the transmitter 132 may perform

such functions as signal filtering and frequency up-conversion.



[0036] In an alternative embodiment, rather than the transceivers 116a-n including a

tunable receive signal path as in Figure 6A, the transceivers 116a-n may include an

alternative signal path for listening mode. Figure 6B illustrates a transceiver 116n having

an alternative receive signal path in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention. As shown in Figure 6B, the transceiver 116n includes a duplexer 128, a

receiver 130 and a transmitter 132. During normal mode, the receiver 130 receives

signals from the antenna 106n via the duplexer 128 and the transmitter 132 sends signals

to the antenna 106n via the duplexer 128. The receiver 130 is configured to receive

signals within the frequency range assigned to the uplink. In addition, the transceiver

116n includes an alternative signal path through a second receiver 134. The second

receiver 134 is configured to receive signals within the frequency range assigned to the

downlink.

[0037] The second receiver 134 may be coupled to the transmit side of the duplexer

128 for receiving signals from the duplexer 128 during listening mode. This is because

the duplexer 128 is configured such that its transmit side will pass the range of

frequencies assigned to the downlink. During listening mode, the received signals are

also within the downlink frequencies. The output of the receiver 134 is coupled to the

receive signal path at the output of the receiver 130. To reconfigure the transceiver 116n

of Figure 6B for listening mode, the controller 118 disables the receive signal path by

disabling the receiver 130 and enables the alternative receive signal path by enabling the

receiver 134. To return to normal mode, the receive signal path is enabled by enabling

the receiver 130, while the alternative receive signal path is disabled by disabling the

receiver 134.

[0038] Rather than the second receiver 134 being coupled to the transmit side of the

duplexer 128 as shown in Figure 6B, the second receiver 134 may be coupled to the

antenna 106n. In this embodiment, the alternative receive signal path bypasses the

duplexer 128. Also, in this embodiment, the second receiver 134 may include a filter

between the antenna 106a and its receive circuitry.

[0039] When the distributed antenna system 100 is in listening mode, each remote

antenna 106a-n is preferably measured separately. The distributed antenna system 100

may then report the results to the base station 104, to a server coupled to the distributed



antenna system 100 or to some other location via the cellular telecommunication network

to which the base station 104 is connected. A determination of which transmission

frequency (including downlink and uplink pair) is be used by the distributed antenna

system 100 while in normal mode may be determined automatically based on the

reported results. This automatic determination may be performed by the base station 104

or by a server coupled to the distributed antenna system 100. Alternatively, a human

operator may review the results and determine which transmission frequency is to be

used by the distributed antenna system 100 when in normal mode. In still another

embodiment, the transmission frequency may be determined by the controller 118. In

this case, the distributed antenna system 100 may not report the results, but may simply

adopt the self-determined transmission frequency.

[0040] Results determined during listening mode may be reported in the form of a

table. For example, the controller 118 may generate and report the table. Table 1 below

shows an exemplary table which may be reported during listening mode. Table 1 shows

measured field strengths related to each antenna 106a-n. Particularly, Table 1 includes a

row for each antenna 108a-n. Included in the row for a particular antenna is the

measured field strength measurements for each frequency (or frequencies) for which the

measurements are taken. As shown in Table 1, the frequencies at which the field strength

measurements are taken for each antenna unit are given as F], F2, F , . . .FN while the

corresponding field strength measurements are given as A1, A2, A3, . . . AN. If no signal is

detected by a particular antenna for a particular frequency, this information is also

recorded in the table, e.g. as no entry or 0 . It will be apparent that Table 1 is exemplary

and that the results may be arranged differently.

Field Strength(s)

Antenna Unit Fi, F2, F3, . . .FN

108a Ai, A2, A3, . . . A N

108b A I , A2, A3, . . . AN



[0041] As mentioned, the transmission frequency selected for use by the distributed

antenna system 100 during normal mode is preferably one that is not being used by any

of the overlapping cells of the cellular network 200 (Figures 2 and 3). However, in an

embodiment, the frequency selected for use by the distributed antenna system 100 may be

one that is being used by an overlapping cell. For example, during listening mode, it may

be discovered that a particular frequency is being used by a nearby cell, but that the

signal is only received weakly by a limited number of the antennas 106a-n. In this case,

it can be expected that if the antennas 106a-n are located indoors, any interference will be

minimal. To further reduce the potential for interference in such a situation, the

distributed antenna system 100 may be configured so that a particular one or more of the

antennas 106a-n transmits at a lower power. These particular antennas 106a-n are

selected to be those whose coverage area overlaps the coverage area of a cell of the

network 200. This may be accomplished by the controller 118 causing the transceivers

116a-n corresponding to the particular antennas to transmit at the lower power.

[0042] In accordance with an embodiment of the invention, the distributed antenna

system 100 switches from normal mode to listening mode in response to an information

message. For example, the base station 104 may send a message to the controller 118 of

the distributed antenna system 100 instructing the distributed antenna system 100 to

switch from normal mode to listening mode. Alternatively, rather than receiving the

message from the base station 104, a server may be connected to the controller 118

through an Ethernet connection; in this case, an operator or software at the server may

send the message. Such a message may also identify a frequency band in which the

distributed antenna system 100 is to listen and possibly the channels within the band. In

response to the message, the controller 118 may instruct the transceivers 116a-n to tune

to frequencies in the specified frequency band.

[0043] Once the appropriate information is gathered in listening mode, the distributed

antenna system 100 may receive a second message instructing the distributed antenna

system 100 to switch back to normal mode. This second message may also include



information which is used to configure the distributed antenna system 100 for normal

mode. This information may include the identification of a frequency pair to be used by

the distributed antenna system 100 for the downlink and uplink signaling with the mobile

devices 108a-n (Figure 1).

[0044] Rather than entering the listening mode in response to a message, the

distributed antenna system 100 may the enter listening mode upon being powered on.

Then, once the appropriate information is gathered in listening mode, the distributed

antenna system 100 may switch back to normal mode.

[0045] In an embodiment, the distributed antenna system 100 may default to the

listening mode unless it detects a communication signal from its connected base station

104. More particularly, when the distributed antenna system 100 does not detect any

communications signal from the base station 104, it may default to the listening mode.

Then, in response to the distributed antenna system 100 detecting a communications

signal from the base station 104, the distributed antenna system 100 switches to the

normal mode. During the listening mode, taking of the field strength measurements may

performed under control of the base station 104. In this embodiment, the field strength

meter 120 may be included in the base station 104 rather than in the hub 102. In addition,

during listening mode, rather than measuring the signal received by each antenna

separately, the base station 104 may take its field strength measurements from the

combined signal received from all of the antennas 106a-n. The base station 104 may then

inform the distributed antenna system 100 of the frequency pair to be used by the

distributed antenna system 100 for normal mode before the base station 104 commences

transmitting in normal mode.

[0046] As mentioned, the base station 104 may include signal metering capability. In

this case, the base station 104 may perform the field strength measurements. Figure 7

illustrates a distributed antenna communications system 300 and a base station 104

having signal metering capabilities. The base station 104 is coupled to the hub 102,

which is, in turn, coupled to multiple antennas 106a-n. As before, the system 300

operates in a normal mode, in which the antennas 106a-n perform bi-directional

communications with mobile units and, in a listening mode, in which the system 300

determines whether there is any overlap with cells of the network 200 (Figures 2 and 3).



In the listening mode, the base station 104 is configured to listen to the downlink

frequencies of the neighboring base stations 108a-n. Because the signals from each of

the distributed antennas 106a-n are combined by the hub 102, the base station 104 may

measure the field strength of the combined signal. The base station 104 may then

perform signal field strength measurements and instruct the hub 102 to configure its

transceivers 116a-n to operate in an appropriate downlink frequency. Alternatively, the

base station 104 may send the results to a server or to a human operator via the connected

cellular telecommunication network, as described above in connection with Figure 4.

[0047] The embodiment of Figure 7 preferably enters and exits listening mode without

requiring signaling between the hub 102 and base station 104. As described above, the

hub 102 may default to the listening mode unless it detects a communication signal from

its connected base station 104. Then, in response to the hub 102 detecting a

communications signal from the base station 104, it may switch to the normal mode.

[0048] In the embodiment of Figure 7, for listening mode, the hub 102 is reconfigured

to transmit frequencies assigned to the downlink to the base station 104 (Figures 1 and 4)

so that the base station 104 can perform the field strength measurements. To accomplish

this, the transceiver 112 of the hub 102 may include a tunable transmit signal path which

can be tuned to the downlink frequencies during listening mode. Figure 8A illustrates a

transceiver 112 having a tunable transmit signal path in accordance with an embodiment

of the present invention. As shown in Figure 8A, the transceiver 112 includes a tunable

transmitter 136 and a tunable duplexer 138. The duplexer 138 is coupled to an antenna

140 which is used to communicate with the base station 140. Signals received from the

distributed antennas 116a-n are passed through other elements of the hub 102 (e.g. the

distribution node 114) and then to the transmitter 136. The transmitter 136 may perform

such functions as signal filtering and frequency up-conversion. The signal from the

transmitter 136 is then forwarded to the base station 104 via the duplexer 138 and

antenna 140. As shown in Figure 8A, the transmit signal path, including the transmitter

136 and duplexer 138 are tunable under control of the controller 118 depending upon

whether the system is in listening mode or normal mode. In addition, a receiver 142

which is used for the downlink during normal mode, may be disabled by the controller



118 during listening mode. In normal mode, the receiver 142 may perform such

functions as signal filtering and frequency down-conversion.

[0049] In an alternative embodiment, rather than the transceiver 112 including a

tunable transmit signal path as in Figure 8A, the transceiver 112 may include an

alternative signal path for listening mode. Figure 8B illustrates a transceiver 112 having

an alternative transmit signal path in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention. As shown in Figure 8B, the transceiver 112 includes a duplexer 138, a a

transmitter 136 and a receiver 142. During normal mode, the transmitter 136 sends

uplink signals to the base station 104 via the duplexer 138 and antenna 140 while the

receiver 142 receives downlink signals from the base station 104 via the antenna 140 and

the duplexer 138. The transceiver 136 is configured to transmit signals within the

frequency range assigned to the uplink. In addition, the transceiver 112 includes an

alternative signal path through a second transmitter 144. The second transmitter 144 is

configured to transmit signals within the frequency range assigned to the downlink.

[0050] The second transmitter 144 may be coupled to the receive side of the duplexer

138 for transmitting signals via the duplexer 138 during listening mode. This is because

the duplexer 138 is configured such that its receive side will pass the range of frequencies

assigned to the downlink. During listening mode, the signals to be transmitted to the base

station 104 are also within the downlink frequencies. The input of the transmitter 144 is

coupled to the transmit signal path at the input of the transmitter 136. To reconfigure the

transceiver 112 of Figure 8B for listening mode, the controller 118 disables the transmit

signal path by disabling the transmitter 136 and enables the alternative transmit signal

path by enabling the transmitter 144. To return to normal mode, the transmit signal path

is enabled by enabling the transmitter 136, while the alternative transmit signal path is

disabled by disabling the transmitter 144.

[005 1] Rather than the second transmitter 144 being coupled to the receive side of the

duplexer 138 as shown in Figure 8B, the second transmitter 144 may be coupled to the

antenna 140. In this embodiment, the alternative transmit signal path bypasses the

duplexer 138. Also, in this embodiment, the second transmitter 144 may include a filter

between the antenna 140 and its transmit circuitry.



[0052] Additionally, rather than employing the duplex er 138 as in Figures 8A and 8B

for bi-directional communication between the hub 102 and base station 104, the

transceiver 112 may be coupled to the base station via two separate signal paths (e.g.,

separate cables) each carrying signals in one direction only. In this case, the tunable

transceiver 136 of Figure 8A may be coupled to either one of the separate signal paths

between the hub 102 and the base station 104. Similarly, the alternative transmit signal

path of Figure 8B may be coupled to either one of the separate signal paths between the

hub 102 and the base station 104.

[0053] The foregoing detailed description of the present invention is provided for the

purposes of illustration and is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to

the embodiments disclosed. Accordingly, the scope of the present invention is defined by

the appended claims.



Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A distributed antenna system comprising:

a plurality of antennas; and

a multi-port hub comprising an interface to a telecommunications network and a

plurality of transceivers, wherein the multi-port hub is configured to operate in a first

mode in which the multi-port hub receives a downlink communications signal via the

interface and distributes the downlink communications signal to the plurality of antennas

using a selected downlink transmission frequency within a downlink frequency range and

in which the multi-port hub receives uplink communications signals from the plurality of

antennas at a selected uplink receive frequency and wherein the multi-port hub is

configured to operate in a second mode in which the multi-port hub receives

communications signals from the plurality of antennas at one or more frequencies within

the downlink frequency range.

2 . The distributed antenna system according to claim 1, wherein each transceiver is

configurable to transmit at a selected transmission frequency and wherein the

transmission frequency for the first mode is selected based on measured field strength of

the signals received in the second mode.

3. The distributed antenna system according to claim 1, wherein the multi-port hub

enters the second mode in response to detecting the absence of a signal from the

interface.

4 . The distributed antenna system according to claim 3, wherein the multi-port hub

enters the first mode in response to the signal being detected at the interface.

5. The distributed antenna system according to claim 1, further comprising a meter

for measuring field strength of signals received by the antennas.



6 . The distributed antenna system according to claim 5, the meter being located in a

base station coupled to the distributed antenna system via the interface.

7. The distributed antenna system according to claim 1, wherein one or more of the

transceivers further comprises a tunable receive signal path for receiving the uplink

communications signals in the first mode and for receiving the communications signals at

one or more frequencies within the downlink frequency range in the second mode.

8. The distributed antenna system according to claim 1, wherein one or more of the

transceivers further comprises first and second receive signal paths, the first path for

receiving the uplink communications signals in the first mode and the second path for

receiving the communications signals at one or more frequencies within the downlink

frequency range in the second mode.

9 . The distributed antenna system according to claim 1, wherein the interface further

comprises a tunable transmit signal path for transmitting the uplink communications

signals to the telecommunications network in the first mode and for transmitting the

communications signals at one or more frequencies within the downlink frequency range

to the telecommunications network in the second mode.

10. The distributed antenna system according to claim 1, wherein the interface further

comprises first and second transmit signal paths, the first path for transmitting the uplink

communications signals to the telecommunications network in the first mode and the

second path for transmitting the communications signals at one or more frequencies

within the downlink frequency range to the telecommunications network in the second

mode.

11. A distributed antenna system comprising:

a plurality of antennas;

a meter for measuring field strength of signals received by the antennas; and



a multi-port hub comprising an interface to a telecommunications network and a

plurality of transceivers, each transceiver being configurable to transmit at a selected

transmission frequency, wherein the multi-port hub is configured to operate in a first

mode in which the multi-port hub receives a downlink communications signal via the

interface and distributes the downlink communications signal to the plurality of antennas

using a selected downlink transmission frequency and in which the multi-port hub

receives uplink communications signals from the plurality of antennas at a selected

uplink receive frequency and wherein the multi-port hub is configured to operate in a

second mode in which the multi-port hub receives communications signals from the

plurality of antennas and the meter measures the field strength of each of the signals at a

plurality of frequencies, wherein the transmission frequency and the receive frequency

for the first mode are selected based on the measured field strength of the signals

received in the second mode.

12. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein in the first mode,

the distributed antenna system receives uplink communications signals from one or more

mobile units.

13. The distributed antenna system according to claim 12, wherein in the second

mode, the distributed antenna system receives downlink communications from one or

more nearby base transceiver stations of a cellular network.

14. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein the multi-port hub

enters the second mode in response to receiving a message.

15. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein the multi-port hub

enters the second mode in response to detecting the absence of a signal from the

interface.

16. The distributed antenna system according to claim 15, wherein the multi-port hub

enters the first mode in response to the signal being detected at the interface.



17. The distributed antenna system according to claim 15, further comprising a base

transceiver station coupled to the multi-port hub via the interface wherein the base

transceiver station includes the meter.

18. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein the transmission

and receive frequencies used in the second mode are selected to avoid using any

frequency detected during the first mode.

19. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein the transmission

frequency used in the second mode is the same as a frequency detected at one or more of

the antennas during the first mode and wherein the transmit power for those antennas is

adjusted lower than the remaining antennas.

20. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein the distributed

antenna system measures multiple different frequency bands in the first mode, each

frequency band comprising a plurality of channel frequencies for which field strength

measurements are taken.

2 1. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein the transceivers

are reconfigurable to operate in the first and second modes by comprising a frequency

tunable receive signal path.

22. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein the transceivers

are reconfigurable to operate in the first and second modes by comprising a receive signal

path for operation in the second mode and an alternative receive signal path for operation

in the first mode.

23. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein the transceivers

are tuned to each of the plurality of frequencies in the first mode.



24. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein the transceivers

are tuned to a frequency band including each of the plurality of frequencies and wherein a

tunable filter is coupled to the meter and selectively tuned to each of the plurality of

frequencies in the first mode.

25. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein one or more of the

transceivers further comprises a tunable receive signal path for receiving the uplink

communications signals in the first mode and for receiving the communications signals at

one or more frequencies within the downlink frequency range in the second mode.

26. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein one or more of the

transceivers further comprises first and second receive signal paths, the first path for

receiving the uplink communications signals in the first mode and the second path for

receiving the communications signals at one or more frequencies within the downlink

frequency range in the second mode.

27. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein the interface

further comprises a tunable transmit signal path for transmitting the uplink

communications signals to the telecommunications network in the first mode and for

transmitting the communications signals at one or more frequencies within the downlink

frequency range to the telecommunications network in the second mode.

28. The distributed antenna system according to claim 11, wherein the interface

further comprises first and second transmit signal paths, the first path for transmitting the

uplink communications signals to the telecommunications network in the first mode and

the second path for transmitting the communications signals at one or more frequencies

within the downlink frequency range to the telecommunications network in the second

mode.
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